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need of higher level of care as your symptoms deemed you could no longer attend Adult Daycare
in 1Vlay 2017 . Your private physician noted you would be institutionalized if it were not for your
spouse. Your physician also noted your condition was progressive and incurable and would
continue to worsen.
VA examination showed you could not independently shower, clean yourself, or dress. You
could feed yourself only when your food was cut. Your caregiver gave you showers and the V A
examiner noted you could not do any household chores. You could only walk with short
festinating steps and tended to fall on occasion. You were taken to the ER for choking due to
your inability to swallow. Your cognitive assessments showed you had severe dementia with
severe impairment.
Given the totality of the evidence as noted by your treating physician, and current VA inpatient
treatment and adult daycare reports, entitlement to special monthly compensation due to R-l as
noted above was granted March 23, 2016, the date you became entitled under the law, and the
date of receipt of your claim.
You filed a Notice of Disagreement with the level of specialtnonthly compensation assigned and
requested entitlement to SMC R2. Your Notice of Disagreement was received January 22, 2018.
All available evidence, including private treatment records, VA treatment records, and
statements in support of claim, has been reviewed and considered. The objective medical
evidence does not show entitlement to a higher level of special monthly compensation is
warranted.
The evidence of record shows you are in need of aid and attendance and the assistance you need
is provided by your spouse. You noted your spouse is regularly supervised by your physicians
and licensed health-care professionals. However, the medical evidence does not show an ongoing
need for skilled personal care. Although Dr. Flitman opined that without aid and attendance you
would have to be institutionalized, the medical evidence does not show you meet the criteria for
entitlement to SMC R2 as the need for higher level of care is not shown. The medical evidence
does not show an ongoing need for skilled personal care and that in the absence of such care, you
would require hospitalization, nursing home carc, or other residential institutional care.
You have not submitted objective medical evidence which shows entitlement to ahigher level of
SMC at this time is warranted. We reviewed the evidence received and determined your
condition has not increased in severity sufficiently to warrant entitlement to SMC R2.
Entitlement to a higher level of special monthly compensation (SMC) - R2, is denied.
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